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Abstract: In view of node energy limitation in the wireless sensor network, efficient energy saving strategy has become
one of the hot spots in the wireless sensor technology. Through the analysis of the energy efficiency solution of wireless
sensor network in each layer, put forward a kind of wireless sensor energy efficient protocol based on adaptive sleep
mechanism. The scheme according to the residual energy storage, location and degree of adjacent nodes load, using variable duration of sleep mechanism to choose forward grouping way. Compared with the random transmission scheme
based on the geographical position, the given scheme can save the network node energy greatly and balance the network
energy consumption effectively. Therefore, this scheme can improve overall network life significantly.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is due to the microelectronics technology, computer technology and wireless communication technology rapid development combining of the
product [1]. Through randomly deployed a large number of
low-cost micro sensor nodes in monitoring area, then adopts
the wireless communication technology form a selforganization network system based on multiple hops routing.
Its main function is using the sensor node collaboration
awareness, collection and processing network coverage
within the scope of the monitoring object information, which
is used widely in military, medical, transportation, agriculture and environmental monitoring, etc. Wireless sensor
network node has the advantages of small volume and low
price, through the plane spreading or artillery scatters practices such as distribution in harsh environment which unsuited for exploration area. However, wireless sensor
network exist nodes power energy limited, communication
ability limited, computing storage capacity limited and so on
shortcomings at the same time. Among of them, the sensor
node energy consumption too fast and the network energy
consumption too unbalanced become the main factors
restriction life of wireless sensor network, is also an
important bottleneck which affecting the development of
wireless sensor network. Therefore, how to improve the energy efficiency and save energy consumption has become a
key point and hot issues in the research of wireless sensor
network.
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sensor node is very limited, once the battery is depleted, to
charge or change batteries node is generally not reality [2].
So it needs to consider the protocol stack of wireless sensor
network at all levels and takes appropriate energy efficient
protocol design strategy. At present due to the application
system of wireless sensor network is not the same, so it appears different architecture models. Fig. (1) shows the typical system architecture of wireless sensor network protocol
stack model [3] and energy optimization strategy of each
layer. Due to the resources of the sensor nodes and calculate
storage capacity limited, generally considered only in the
physical layer, data link layer and network layer three levels
of energy efficient protocol design strategy research.
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2. THE ENERGY SAVING STRATEGY OF EACH
LAYER OF THE WSN SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Due to the life cycle of wireless sensor network rely on
batteries energy of sensor nodes, however, the energy of the
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3. TYPICAL ENERGY
ANALYSIS

EFFICIENT PROTOCOL

In order to improve energy utilization efficiency of wireless sensor network, put forward variety of effective energy
efficient protocol in view of the wireless sensor network
protocol stack at all levels. Literature [4] proposes a multistage forwarding method based on energy consumption level
in the physical layer, which can consume energy according
to different needs, reduce the waste of energy, but it requires
more complex hardware support. Literature [5] uses regular
sleep mechanism to control the sensor node energy consumption in the data link layer, however, which likely to
make the network load aggravating, cause other network
node energy waste. Literature [6] is a kind of the MAC
frame address shorten of the protocol design, reduce the energy consumption in sending data, but it likely to result in
heterogeneous network incompatible. In the network layer,
literature [7] presents a routing protocol based on energy
consciousness, through the surplus store energy according to
node in the network routing, the choice of the forward routing is not necessarily the best routing, would be likely to
cause the overall network energy consumption increase. Literature [8] through establishing multiple alternate routing,
according to the probability to choose size, which can avoid
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Fig. (1). Wireless sensor network protocol stack and energy efficient strategy.
Table 1.

Network layer

Data link layer
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Energy efficient advantages and disadvantages of wireless sensor network protocol stack layer.

Protocol Stack Layer

479

Typical Energy Efficient Protocol

Advantages

Routing protocol based on energy
consciousness;

According to the residual energy of
nodes in the routing choice;

Choice is not the best route, increase the overall
network energy consumption;

alternate routing probability forward agreement

according to the probability to choose
routing, avoid energy "empty hole"

frequently choose cluster nodes increases the
energy consumption

Mechanism protocol based on the
regular sleep;
MAC frame address shorten
protocol
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Disadvantages

A

Save the sensor node energy;

reduce energy consumption of sending data
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Network load increasing, energy consumption
imbalanced;
may cause heterogeneous network is not compatible

Physical layer

Multi-layer energy forward protocol

According to different forward and
demand consumption energy

Need complex hardware support

Cross layer
optimization

Cross-layer energy optimization
protocol

Ensure the end-to-end transmission
probability of success

Need to consider the details more, implementation is more complicated
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the network energy consumption of a region focus formation
energy "empty hole", but often choose cluster nodes makes
communication energy consumption spending increases.
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In addition, the difference of wireless sensor network and
traditional network dividing layer is protocol stack work
closely with each other and information sharing among the
layers, so it should not cling to traditional hierarchical design
concept, but to optimize the network performance by crosslayer design [9]. Now, researchers have proposed many effective across levels of energy efficient protocol. For example, F. BOUABDALLAH put forward the physical layer,
data link layer and network layer of joint energy optimization agreement, which can guarantee the transmission probability of success, but need to consider the details more, and
protocol implementation is more complicated in the literature [10]. Among them, it presented the wireless sensor network of all levels of energy efficient protocol advantages
and disadvantages compared in Table 1.
4. THE ENERGY EFFICIENT PROTOCOL BASED
ON ADAPTIVE SLEEP MECHANISM
ZORZI M. puts forward the forwarding protocol based
on the geographical position of random (Geographical Ran-

dom Forwarding Protocol, referred to as “GERAF Protocol”)
in the literature [11], which according to the geographical
location information by jumping to choose the best nodes
forward data packets. It is simple in implementation and has
the advantages of strong robustness for the structural change
of network topology. But it did not consider the node residual energy problems. Because of limited resources of wireless sensor network, to reduce the network energy consumption and prolong the network life is the two important goals
of wireless sensors. In view of the implementation situation
based on the geographical position in random forwarding
agreement did not consider the residual stored energy imbalance of each node, we presents a mechanism of energy efficient protocol based on adaptive sleep (Energy-efficiency
Adaptive Sleeping Protocol, referred to as “E2AS Protocol”). It choose the best forward path according to the node
energy and distance factor, set reasonable longer sleep time
at the same time according to the remaining stored energy
and the adjacent node load, which can reduce the node energy consumption, balance network energy consumption and
prolong the whole network life.
Due to the topology structure of the wireless sensor network will be dynamic changes as nodes into sleep mode,
which can make the network routing choice and node sleep
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mechanism influence each other, but it is necessary to implement energy efficient. Thus there are three key problems
need to be considered: (1) What nodes can enter the sleep
state; (2) Under what circumstances nodes can sleep; (3)
How to determine the nodes sleep duration time. The protocol design description based on adaptive mechanism of sleep
energy efficient is given below.
Assume that all nodes are in sleep, and have the initial
fixed energy. Nodes sleep time is random, part of the node
activation into the listening state at the same time, the monitored data channel and busy tone of channel time is Tl . RTP
shows the request forwarding packet, CTP shows the response request packet.
1) If the node receives the RTP packet in Tl time, the
node into receiving state, and according to the formula (1) to
determine the node send time slot.
2) If the node send only a CTP response group, then the
node will forward the data packet, do not transmit to other
nodes group.
3) Grouping needs to send multiple CTP response within
the same time slot, the repeater machine will send collision
packet, none forwarding group will not be allowed to forward, is forwarding until the end of the collision of grouping
to forward further.
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Here, the nodes received time slot size is calculated according to the node energy consumption when the nodes
send CTP group, the less energy of nodes has been consumed, the more likely to get forward time slot. The node
N i has consumed energy C i of calculation formula is:

rDi
Ti Ei
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(1)

where r shows the balance factor, Di shows the distance to
the receiving node, Ei shows residual energy of node N i

,

Ti shows the work time as forwarding nodes.

1) If the node has not received RTP packet of other nodes
within the time Tl , then check its node cache space whether
forward the data packet.
2) If not be mediated grouping, the node back to sleep
state; the nodes can avoid collisions and save energy in the
sleep state, the less the residual energy of nodes as the
smaller the probability of the forwarding nodes. Here, giving
under the adapt sleep mechanism of the node N i of sleep
duration time TS i of calculation formula is:
TSi =

!
Ei

3) If it needs to be forwarded grouping, then the node
monitor data channel and busy tone channel whether is idle.
If not free, the node into sleep; if free, the nodes into the
forwarding state, and send the RTP packet request forwarding.
a) If the node receives only a CTP response group, then
the node will forward all cache data grouping.
b) If the node does not receive the CTP response group,
the node will continue to monitor the CTS group, if it still
does not receive the CTP grouping in the following n send
time slot, then the node into sleep state.
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c) If it receives multiple CTP response packets or noise
signals in the same time slot, sending the collision of message, then continue to monitor the CTP response packets.

(2)
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4). If the node gets data channel and allow sending data
packet, the first jump forward from the previous routing to
receive all data packet, then forward packet by itself. Which
can increase the success probability of data packet arrived at
the receiving node, and avoid the previous routing node energy waste.
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5. PROTOCOL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
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4) Before the next time slot arrival, if it don't need to
send the CTP group respond request, then expected to calculate time slot for the current time slot of the other place at the
receiving node send CTP response group, finally select a
node forwarding group.

Ci =

where r shows the balance factor, E i shows residual energy of node N i .

This paper put forward the energy efficient protocol
based on the adaptive mechanism of sleep, at the same time
considering the node residual energy and location information of the receiving node, implement the data packet forwarding, which can guarantee prolong the working life of the
network under the receiving node throughput situation. We
adopt OPNET10.0 simulation compare GERAF protocol and
E2AS protocol of energy efficiency and throughput size.
Among them, the parameter is set to: network coverage area
is 5 km × 5 km, the node number is 60, each node of the initial energy for 200J.
In the following Fig. (2) shows the same intensity and
load cases, GERAF protocol and E2AS protocol comparative
analysis of energy consumption. It can be seen from the Fig.
(2), the cluster head nodes in the GERAF protocol consumes
more energy than leaf node, and the energy consumed more
rapidly. Which makes the network need to select the next
round of cluster head nodes, and the next round of cluster
head nodes also will soon run out of energy, until the entire
network will not work. Cluster head nodes and leaf nodes in
the E2AS protocol almost identical to the consumption, the
overall network energy consumption more balanced, so as to
prolong the network lifetime.
Fig. (3) shows under the same load condition, the receiving node throughput size comparison analysis under the
GERAF protocol and E2AS protocol. It can be seen from the
Fig. (3), the initial work in the network, because the GERAF
protocol only considers node geographic location information, the selected route is the nearest node to the receiving
node, and the receiving node throughput is larger at this
stage. But with each round of cluster head nodes life terminated, network performance fall sharply, the receiving node
throughput also fall sharply, until the entire network unable
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Fig. (2). GERAF protocol and E2AS protocol of residual energy comparison.
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Fig. (3). Under the GERAF protocol and E2AS protocol receiving node throughput size.

to maintain normal work. But the E2AS protocol considered
network node remaining stored energy and geographic location information at the same time, the receiving node of the
throughput of the little change in a long period of time, increase the size of the receiving node throughput gently down
over time.
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Energy efficiency is the primary design goal and challenge in the wireless sensor network. This paper put forward
the wireless sensor network energy efficient protocol which
is combination of media access control protocol and routing
protocol based on the adaptive mechanism of sleep, is a kind
of cross-layer wireless sensor network protocol. Which can
reduce the energy consumption of sensor nodes effectively
and balance the network energy consumption at the same
time, by setting the variable duration of sleep and choose the
best forwarding nodes, and the aim of prolonging the service
life of the network can be achieved. Protocol performance
analysis results show that the E2AS protocol can be applied
to a high network load intensive in the wireless sensor network, and has better theoretical research value and practical
application value.
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